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ABSTRACT: This study investigated the open hole tensile (OHT) properties of carbon fiber/epoxy composites and
compared them to bolt joint tensile (BJT) properties. The net nominal modulus and strength (1376 MPa) were found
to be higher than the gross nominal strength (1041 MPa), likely due to increasing hole size. The OHT and BJT
specimens exhibited similar stiffness, as expected without bolt rotation causing secondary bending. OHT specimens
experienced a sharp drop in stress indicating unstable crack propagation, delamination, and catastrophic failure. BJT
specimens failed through shear out on the bolt side and bearing failure on the nut side, involving fiber kinking,
matrix splitting, and delamination, resulting in lower strength compared to OHT specimens. The strength retention of
carbon fiber/epoxy composites with open holes was 66%. Delamination initiation at the hole's edge caused a reduction
in the stress concentration factor. Filling the hole with a bolt suppressed this relieving mechanism, leading to lower
strength in BJT specimens compared to OHT specimens. Bolt joint efficiency was calculated as 15%. The reduction in
strength in bolted joints was attributed to fiber-matrix splitting and delamination, aligning with Hart Smith's bolted
joint efficiency diagram. These findings contribute to materials selection and structural reliability estimation for
carbon fiber/epoxy composites. They highlight the behavior of open hole and bolt joint configurations under tensile
loading, providing valuable insights for engineering applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Composite materials are widely recognized for their excep-
tional strength-to-weight ratio and stiffness-to-weight ratio,
offering distinct advantages over conventional metals [1-4]. As
a result, composite materials have become the preferred choice
in numerous industrial and research sectors [5-7]. In recent
times, fiber-reinforced polymer composites have witnessed
extensive usage, particularly in the construction of automobile
and aircraft structures. The vulnerability of composite struc-
tures primarily lies in their mechanical connections. Conven-
tional static tests indicate that an aluminum alloy-based
mechanical joint significantly surpasses a fiber reinforced
polymer (FRP), designed as its replacement for structural pur-
poses, in terms of strength retention. Nevertheless, these

assessments have not hindered the continued prosperity of
fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) over their metal alloy coun-
terparts in the field of aeronautics. This achievement can be
primarily attributed to the proven long-term mechanical per-
formance, equalizing weight considerations [8], and the
advantage of fewer assembly components [5], leading to
reduced final expenses. The available literature suggests that
the extensive exploration of open composites can be attributed
to the ease with which experimental testing and analysis can
be conducted. Nonetheless, in real-world scenarios, the fas-
tening of aircraft components is primarily accomplished
through the use of bolts. Open-hole tensile (OHT) [9] and sin-
gle-lap bolted joint (BJ) tests serve as fundamental methods to
obtain the necessary mechanical characteristics for analytical
modelling [10,11]. In the aerospace industry, for instance, the
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ASTM standards for Open-hole tensile (OHT) and single-lap
bolted joint (BJ) tests and practice [12,13] are widely employed
to generate data for fastened parts. This investigation focuses
on exploring the tensile behavior of Open-hole tensile (OHT)
and single-lap bolted joint (BJ), with the aim of providing
additional insights to enhance future analytical modelling of
composites.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

2.1 Materials and Specimen Preparation
Unidirectional carbon fabric sourced from GM COMPOSITE

CO., LTD was utilized as the reinforcement material. The
matrix consisted of epoxy resin (KFR-120V, KUKDO
chemical CO., LTD) And curing agent (KFH-141, KUKDO
chemical CO., LTD) in a weight ratio of 100:30. The VaRTM
was employed to create the sample, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1a shows the processing of VaRTM. The processing
parameters of the VaRTM is shown in Fig. 1b and experi-
mental representation composites processing is shown in Fig.
1c. 

2.2 Mechanical Tests
Open hole tensile tests on composites were conducted using

a universal testing machine (KDMT-100 KN Korea) equipped
with a 100 kN load cell at room temperature, following the
guidelines outlined in the ASTM D5766 standard. The spec-
imens had dimensions of 250 mm × 25 mm × 3 mm. To create
the open holes at the center of the specimens, an aluminum
end tab was attached, and a drilling machine was employed.
Modified hollow cylindrical steel drilling bits were used to

meticulously form circular holes through the specimen's core.
The circular hole was initially established by drilling a small
starter hole and progressively enlarged through incremental
drilling to achieve the final dimensions. To ensure a clean and
smooth hole while preventing delamination at the hole's edge,
a flat wooden plate was placed beneath the specimen and
securely clamped. The notched region was meticulously hand-
polished using sandpaper. The single-lap bolted joint (BJ) tests
were performed according to ASTM-D5961. The five tests
were conducted for each specimen.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 Open Hole Tensile (OHT) Properties of the CF/epoxy
The open hole strength data may be useful for both mate-

rials selection and for estimation of structural reliability. To
elucidate the effect of stress concentration on the tensile
strength of composites with open circular holes were tested
with tension. The typical gross nominal and net nominal
stress-strain curves of composites are shown in Fig. 2. The
gross nominal stress-strain curves of the open hole specimens
followed the curve path of the net nominal stress-strain curves

Fig. 1. a) Flow section of VaRTM, b) curing cycle of VaRTM, and c)
experimental representation composites processing 

Table 1. Specifications of the raw materials 

Reinforcement Uni-Directional Carbon Fiber
(GM Composite Co. Ltd.)

Matrix Epoxy
(KFR-120V/KFH-141, Kukdo Chemical Co. Ltd.)

Fig. 2. Gross nominal and net nominal stress-strain curves CF/
epoxy composites 

Fig. 3. Stiffening phenomenon of open hole tensile specimen
prior to the failure
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up to certain strain values after that started to divert. This may
be because of increasing hole size (as shown in the Fig. 4a),
caused to get the higher net nominal modulus and strength
(1376 MPa) than that of the gross nominal (strength = 1041
MPa). The phenomenon of stiffening arises as a consequence
of the reduced cross-sectional area in specimens containing
open holes. Under loading conditions, the presence of these
holes induces lateral deformation in the two ligaments. In such
instances, the inward contraction acts as a restraining load
against longitudinal deformation as shown in the Fig. 3. As a
result, the affected region surrounding the hole exhibits a
diminished magnitude of longitudinal deformation. This stiff-
ening phenomenon has been observed by previous researchers
[7,9,17,18]. Their studies have revealed that varying the size of
the hole prior to final failure leads to an increased modulus
and strength (specifically, the net nominal modulus and
strength) compared to the gross nominal modulus and
strength. The failure in the open hole specimens started from
hole edge perpendicular to application of the load (as it
marked in the specimens Fig. 4a). It results in the splitting fail-
ure of the matrix initiated at the hole edge and hole grew in
size with increasing load up to the final fracture of the fiber (as
shown in the Fig. 4b) and specimens.

3.2 Comparison of Open Hole Tensile (OHT) and Bolt
Joint Tensile(BJT) Properties of the CF/epoxy

Fig. 4 illustrates the comparable stiffness between the Bolt
Joint Tensile (BJT) and Open Hole Tensile (OHT) specimens,
as expected due to the absence of bolt rotation and secondary
bending in the joint displacement. The Open Hole Tensile
(OHT) specimens exhibited a sharp drop in stress at the end of
the linear portion, indicating an occurrence of unstable crack
propagation, delamination, and catastrophic failure. In con-
trast, the BJT specimens experienced failure through shear out
on the bolt side (as shown in Fig. 6b) and bearing failure on

the nut side (as shown in Fig. 6a), involving fiber kinking,
matrix splitting, and delamination. These combined failure
modes contributed to the lower strength observed in the Bolt
Joint Tensile (BJT) specimens compared to the Open Hole
Tensile (OHT) specimens.

Notch strength retention is a critical design parameter in
engineering applications. It is used as a normalized value for
comparing the tensile strengths of samples with hole size, cal-
culated from the TS (Tensile Strength) and Open Hole Tensile
(OHT) values. The strength retention of the CF/epoxy com-
posites, listed in Table 1, demonstrated a remarkable capability
of withstanding tensile loads even in drilled conditions, with a
strength retention value of 66%. The authors [14] proposed
that delamination initiated at the hole's edge (as shown in Fig.
2) during testing leads to a reduction in the stress concen-
tration factor (SCF) associated with the hole. However, when
the hole is filled by a bolt, this relieving mechanism is sup-

Fig. 4. Optical images showing the final failure of CF/epoxy
composites a) full Open-hole tensile (OHT) specimens, b)
hole edge area

Fig. 5. Representing typical stress-displacement responses for
open hole and bolt joint CF/epoxy 

Fig. 6. Optical images showing the final failure of CF/epoxy
composites a) nut side, b) bolt side
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pressed (as shown in Fig. 6), resulting in lower strength for the
Bolt Joint Tensile (BJT) specimens compared to the Open
Hole Tensile (OHT) specimens. This leads to a bolt joint effi-
ciency of 15%. These findings align with the study [15], which
highlighted the significant reduction in strength for filled holes
with tightened bolts due to fiber-matrix splitting and delam-
ination, consistent with the observations in this study (as
shown in Fig. 6). The explanation for the lower efficiency of
bolted joints made with composites is in line with Hart Smith's
well-known diagram [16]. The results presented in this paper
conform to the general approximations of Hart-Smith's [16]
bolted joint efficiency diagram.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This research focused on the tensile properties of carbon
fiber/epoxy composites with open holes, as well as a com-
parison with bolt joint specimens. The following key obser-
vations were made:

1. The results Open Hole Tensile (OHT) showed that the
gross nominal stress-strain curves of specimens initially fol-
lowed the curve path of the net nominal stress-strain curves.
However, at higher strain values, the curves started to deviate.
This deviation was attributed to the increasing hole size, which
led to higher net nominal modulus and strength compared to
the gross nominal values. The failure in the open hole spec-
imens primarily occurred at the hole edge, resulting in split-
ting failure of the matrix and subsequent fracture of the fibers.

2. It was observed that the stiffness of the Bolt Joint Tensile
(BJT) specimens was similar to that of the Open Hole Tensile
(OHT) specimens, as there was no bolt rotation causing sec-
ondary bending. However, the failure mechanisms differed
between the two types of specimens. The bolt joint specimens
experienced shear out failure on the bolt side and bearing fail-
ure on the nut side, contributed to lower strength in the Bolt
Joint Tensile (BJT) specimens compared to the Open Hole
Tensile (OHT) specimens.

3. The strength retention of the carbon fiber/epoxy com-
posites with open holes was found to be 66%, indicating their
excellent capability to withstand tensile loads even in drilled
conditions. The bolt joint efficiency was calculated to be 15%,
indicating a significant reduction in strength compared to the
open hole specimens. The presence of a bolt in the hole sup-
pressed the delamination and stress concentration relief mech-
anisms, leading to lower strength in the Bolt Joint Tensile

(BJT) specimens.
4. Overall, the research highlighted the importance of con-

sidering stress concentration and failure mechanisms in com-
posite materials with open holes and bolted joints. The
findings provided valuable insights for materials selection and
estimating the structural reliability of composite components
in engineering applications.
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